
What is a huddle room?

A huddle room is a small, easily accessible meeting space with informal 
seating, ideally equipped with audio, video camera and screen capabilities, 
in order to enable functional working meetings. For a minor investment, 
it is possible to create a huddle room setup which is highly scalable, 
using simple, low maintenance solutions which users can easily operate 
themselves.

There is a reason that the number of huddle rooms is growing. These 
smaller, cost-effective spaces enable remote team collaboration whilst 
being an effective use of office space, driving wasted space down yet 
helping to increase productivity.

Bring your huddle room to life with
Jabra PanaCast and Speak 750

Jabra Speak 750 is engineered to power your meetings with seamless, 
premium audio. It is the perfect partner for the Jabra PanaCast, the 
world’s first 180° Panoramic-4K plug-and-play video solution, offering an 
unrivalled combination of full duplex audio and Panoramic-4K video.

Full duplex for natural conversation

Full duplex allows all participants to hear and be heard simultaneously 
so there are fewer interruptions, better conversations and more effective 
collaboration. 

More natural conversation with full duplex audio matches the natural, 
inclusive view created by the three 13-megapixel cameras and patented 
real-time video stitching technology of the Jabra PanaCast. 
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The ideal huddle room set-up

To create an optimal huddle room experience, we recommend equipping your huddle room with a D-shaped table. By reducing the distance between  
the camera and the table to zero, you maximize your real estate without cutting anyone out of the picture. No blind spots, no wasted space.

How to connect

Plug-and-play technology lets you collaborate with others quickly and 
easily. To provide optimal connectivity when using PanaCast and Speak 
together, we developed the Jabra Hub*. The hub is a stationary in-room 
accessory which simplifies cable management and should ideally be 
fixed under the meeting room table. It provides all necessary inputs and 
outputs to streamline media management, so the end-user only needs  
to plug in one cable to start their meeting.

The Jabra Hub provides following connectivity: 

• 1 m/40 inches USB-C cable for PC-connection

• Two USB-A ports for connecting the Jabra PanaCast and a Jabra Speak

• Ethernet port

• HDMI port

Placement and positioning of the camera

We recommend placing the camera below the TV monitor, using the 
Jabra PanaCast wall mount*. If fixing the PanaCast to the wall directly 
below the TV is not an option, you may also use the Jabra PanaCast  
table stand* as an alternative.

As a general rule, you should position the camera about 90 cm/3 ft off 
the ground. This will provide the best display of the room at eye level.  
To avoid distortion of the video quality, the camera should be roughly  
0.5 m/20 inches away from the closest meeting participant.

Placement and positioning of the 
speakerphone 

So everyone can hear and be heard in the huddle room, the Speak 750 
should be placed in the middle of the table. The 360° omnidirectional 
microphone will then be able to pick up everyone’s conversation.  
The speakerphone can be fixed to a secure mount* to make sure the 
Speak 750 remains a permanent feature in the huddle room set up.

 Accessories to Jabra PanaCast and Speak 750
  Wall mount Table stand Hub Speak 710/750 Secure Mount

Adjustable height:  
152-317 mm/6-12.5 inch

Cable length:  
1 m/40 inches

*Optional accessory 


